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"thad jones manages to balance the two, throwing in the occasional organic, each-his-own phrase - without
sacrificing the collective nature of the whole. they are beautifully played throughout, especially the wah-wah-
inflected line from primary melody to primary melody in the song 'jazz is a flower' and the brilliant horn-like

improvisation in 'play the bag.'" - classic cd the album is a wonderful collection of reworkings of songs that are
rich in tradition, whether in terms of jazz history or in terms of the process of jazz (which often demands a

reinterpretation of the original material). with a full-bodied ensemble, and particularly on the funky opening
piece "doreen," there is no better place to sit down and absorb kenny wheeler in all of his "vintage" good 'n'

bad allure. the use of saxophones in a wheeler group always causes me to stop and listen, even if i dont know
the music, because the high vocal range of the alto and baritone saxes makes for a remarkable experience.
standouts include dave lee's "glenn miller," which shows the spinsterish good humor of the jimmie rodgers
song, ross mcmanuses melodic "lights out," which draws on the 1940s trio- and quartet-form of the trio era

(which, judging from "clementine" and the title cut, also inspired kern-and-legendary trumpeter don byas), plus
antuan toomer's classic "september song." even when playing from his own compositions, like the closing title

track and the exquisite "azalea rose," the sweet voice of toomer continues to persuade you to put down the
usual jazz discography and just give it a listen. finally, in terms of the music itself, the level of creativity and

stylistic diversity on display is especially impressive. i mean, kenny wheeler plays monk, he plays oscar
peterson, he plays all of the jazz greats, and he even turns his hand (more than once) toward the frontier of
electronic music. but for as many things kenny wheeler has been credited or blamed for, everything on this

album feels genuine, like it happens because that is what kenny wheeler is, that is what he feels like doing. and
for as much as this is a disc of vintage jazz, its also a disc of the future. who would have guessed that kenny

wheeler would eventually be writing electronic music, but then, he just might have been looking for a model to
emulate. this discography was made of such models, like chris laurence and martin france - drumming and

piano, respectively - and saxophones of the john parricelli variety. all told, it is a stylistically challenging set of
15 short performances, each one in its own right, but a set that really does strike you in a different way every
time, because of the way it is designed to sound and, most of all, what it is composed to do. for it is a debut

disc for pianist steve turner, who completely dominates this set, as the title track and "lights out" prove. he is a
creative force in jazz, and this set is a great example of what he can do as well as a great example of what

kenny wheeler is.
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kenny wheeler put his own stamp on the music he plays, and his record collection reflects that. here is his
personal list of the records on which he laid down the best version of a piece. this is a record collection, not
a top-ten list. let’s have a look at the important titles, as well as some less prominent ones. there are many
places to visit on the net to get the details of these recordings, but not on this page. just click on the red-
colored titles to begin your hunt. the rolling stones, beggars banquet b/w beggars banquet; horace silver,

freedom jazz dance; coltrane, interstellar space; thelonious monk, thelonious monk quintet; gil evans,
crown vic; hank mobley, hank mobley trio. rec. 1962 chet atkins, chet atkins; douglas mackenzie, the

music of danny kaye; michel legrand, du barry was a lady; thelonious monk, the sorcerer; stan getz and
charlie byrd, stan getz; jack teagarden, california suite; freddie hubbard, kind of blue; abbe lane, piano
jazz; john coltrane, giant steps; russ freeman, the best of russ freeman; the ink spots, blue room; chet
baker, chet baker; sonny rollins, sonny rollins; kenny burrell, blue lights; thelonious monk, monk in the

pocket; art pepper, i wanna play you; the young jazz society, young jazz society; bobby timmons, el
mocha; herbie mann, black, brown & beige; gene ammons, getting out of hand; dinah washington, ten
ways to love; bobby hackett, el gran castellano; hank jones, beautiful; dean martin, dancin’ in the dark;

harry james, harry james at the sands; buddy defranco, the buddy defranco trio; count basie, joe williams,
joe williams and his orchestra; lloyd glenn, don’t play a thing i’ve never heard; anthony newley, hair; lenny
breau, snookeroo; erroll garner, excuse me, pardon the mess; joe henderson, man like me; jimmy smith,
temptation; mongo santamaria, mongo santamaria; coleman hawkins, harp attack; ron carter, right now,

right now; barry harris, people; harold land, time and dream; gil evans, scenes from englewood; billy
taylor, mellow; mihail botezatu, jazz dance of de dah; lionel hampton, all in good time; billy cobham, heavy
metal; cootie stark, cootie’s trombone; bennie maupin, the bennie maupin quartet; the heath brothers, the
heath brothers; jimmy witherspoon, thunder and lightning; flip phillips, i’ve got the blues; hank ballard, the

ballad of hank ballard; larry shreve, willow weep for me; john coltrane, blue train 5ec8ef588b
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